Production planning is the important part of controlling the cost spent by the company. In this research, production planning model is linear integer programming model with constraints : production, worker, and inventory. Linear integer programming as optimization problem can be solved by exact method like branch and bound, cutting plane or heuristic method. In this paper, we use heurisitic like Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for solving production planning optimization in approaching. GA uses natural selection process of chromosomes while PSO is inspired by the behavior of flocks of birds, swarm of insects, or school of fish. The simulations show that both GA and PSO can find optimal solution of fertilizer production planning in approaching.
1.
Introduction.
The applications of optimization with any constraints have been applied in many problems, including production planning. Production planning is the important part of controlling the cost spent by the company. Production planning used in this research is obtained from case study of fertilizer production in East Java, Indonesia. In Indonesia, there are many farmers as livelihood because the demand of food. Because the demand of agriculture production, fertilizer manufacturer should produce fertilizer and distribute to farmers. In production process, there are some costs and manufacturer must make the planning for revenue, cost, and production.
Production planning model is linear integer programming model with constraints : production, worker, and inventory. Linear integer programming as optimization problem can be solved by exact method like branch and bound, cutting plane [1] [2] or heuristic method like Genetic Algorithm (GA) [3] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [4] , Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [5] , Firefly Algorithm (FA) [6] .
Genetic Algorithm (GA) was discovered by Goldberg at 1989. How GA works is using natural selection process mechanism. Some process of GA are initialization chromosome population, selection, crossover and mutation chromosome [7] . Chromosome used in GA is a matrix where the element is the decision variable-the number of number of units produced, the number of workers available, the number of hired workers, the number of fired workers, the number of inventory.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was discovered by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. PSO is inspired by the behavior of flocks of birds, swarm of insects, or school of fish in which individuals are called particles and the population is called a swarm. The PSO is initialized with a group of random candidate solutions as a swarm of particles. Each particle is given initial position and velocity. When particle finds a direction to the source of food, other particles will follow them [8] .
In this paper, we use heurisitic like GA and PSO for solving production planning optimization with constraints : production, worker, and inventory. The simulations show that both GA and PSO can find optimal solution of fertilizer production planning in approaching.
Method

Mathematical Model of Production Planning
Production planning optimization is optimization of cost spent by company with constraints: production, worker, and inventory. Mathematical model of production planning can be constructed as follows :
with T is planning period, In equation (2), the number of units produced (work force) limits the the number of units produced by available workers. In equation (3), the number of available workers is the function of previous period workers, hired worker, and fired worker. In equation (4) , the number of current inventory is the function previous period inventory, the number of units produced, and the current demand
Initialization Population
For the production planning problem, the decision variable is the matrix where the elements are : t P is the number of units produced in period
I is the number of inventory in period t . The design of decision variable can be seen in equation (6).
In the first step of both GA or PSO, we need to initialize the population of chromosome in GA or the population of particle in PSO. The initialization must satisfy constraints (2) - (5) . In order to satisfy constraints, the initialization in GA or PSO can be constructed as follows:
Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Genetic Algorithm (GA) was discovered by Goldberg at 1989. How GA works is using natural selection process mechanism. Some process of GA are initialization chromosome population, selection, crossover and mutation chromosome [7] . Selection
In GA, selection process is replacing some chromosomes with the others to create new population [7] . Selection process works like roulette wheel. Selection process can be explained as follows: 
3. Calculate the selection probability
. Generate a random number r randomly between 0 and 1
In GA, crossover process is exchanging the element position of two parent chromosomes to become new chromosomes based on crossover probability c p [7] . Crossover operator can improve optimal solution resulted by GA because crossover operator can explore the new solution. Crossover operator must be designed to satisfy constraints (2) - (5) . The algorithm of crossover operator is : 1. Select two chromosomes randomly of 
In GA, mutation process is changing some element of origin chromosome to become new chromosome based on mutation probability m p [7] . Mutation operator can improve optimal solution resulted by GA because mutation operator can explore the new solution. Mutation operator must be designed to satisfy constraints (2) - (5) . The algorithm of mutation operator is: 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
PSO is an optimization method discovered by Kennedy and Eberhart in1995. PSO is inspired by the behavior of flocks of birds, swarm of insects, or school of fish in which individuals are called particles and the population is called a swarm. The PSO is initialized with a group of random candidate solutions as a swarm of particles. When particle finds a direction to the source of food, other particles will follow them.
Local best particle is the best particle position selected during early time until current time because it keeps the best solution. Global best particle is selected from local best particle position on all swarms which has the best solution.
The basic PSO algorithm is as follows [9]: 1. Generate initialization particle position ), 0 ( 
p is the its local best particle and L g is the its global best particle. )) (
Result and discussion.
Data used in the simulations are obtained from one of the fertilizer manufacturer company in East Java, Indonesia during 6 periods : 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016 . From the data, we can make fertilizer production planning optimization. Table 1 shows cost per unit in each year which consists : production cost per unit P t C , worker cost W t C , hired worker cost Table 2 shows the number of unit demanded t D and the number of units produced by a worker t n . Simulations are implemented by both GA and PSO based on mathematical model of production planning optimization. Fig. 1 shows the simulation of GA on production planning optimization with crossover probability is 0.8 and mutation probability is 0.7. In early time, there are population of random chromosomes. Based on natural selection process mechanism : selection, crossover, and mutation, they create new population of chromosomes. The fitness is updated so that fitness will decrease and converge. From the GA simulation with the number of population is 20 and maximum generation is 100, the objective value as fitness is 218296454. Decision variable as optimal solution of GA can be seen in Table 3 . Fig. 2 shows the simulation of PSO on production planning optimization. In early time, the particle positions are chosen randomly. In the optimization process, position and velocity particle are updated so that fitness will decrease and converge. From the PSO simulation with the number of population is 20 and maximum iteration is 100, the objective value as fitness is 217234859.
Genetic Algotihm (GA) Simulation
Fig. 1 Optimization Result by GA
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Simulation
Fig. 2 Optimization Result by PSO
Decision variable as optimal solution of PSO can be seen in Table 4 . 
Conclusion
Production planning optimization is one of constrained optimization with constraint production, worker, and inventory. Heuristic method like GA and PSO has been applied in approaching optimal solution. GA works based on natural selection process mechanism of chromosome with modifying crossover and mutation so that chromosome can satisfy the constraints. PSO works with modifying the particle position and particle velocity so that particle can satisfy the constraints. From the simulations, both GA and PSO can find optimal solution of fertilizer production planning in approaching.
